
 
 
 
 

La Niña 
It has been raining every day so far this January, unusual since our dry season normally begins in mid-
December and lasts until late April.  Drizzle and downpour took turns throughout the day yesterday, through 
the night, and into this morning. “It’s because of la Niña,” a fellow told me in passing on my way to church.   
 

Any meteorologists among you, correct me please, but as I understand it, since the earth rotates in an easterly 
direction, air masses within 30º latitude of the equator are constantly moving relatively to the west.  These 
“easterlies” (named for the direction from which they come rather than where they are going) circle the globe 
and are offset by “westerlies” in the farther northern and southern latitudes of the planet. While they are usually 
located at an altitude between 3,000 and 7,000 feet, they affect surface wind direction as well which, in turn, 
affects the movement of water in the oceans.  Sailors crossing the high seas figured out centuries ago how to 
take advantage of easterlies and westerlies, for which they are typically called “trade winds”…also explaining, 
by the way, why Christopher Columbus ended up in the Caribbean rather than Massachusetts.  
 

The sun gets into the act as well. Southern hemisphere seasons are opposite from Minnesota. Increased 
sunshine during their summertime warms the South Pacific, the most expansive body of water in the world.  In 
a typical year’s cycle, the warmer surface waters are blown toward the west coast of South America beginning 
in December, the moisture-laden winds bringing rain to the region west of the Andes. Coming as they do in the 
later part of December, they are called “el Niño” (the boy child) in honor of the coming of Jesus celebrated at 
Christmas. Things reverse normally during their wintertime, creating the “la Niña” (the girl child) effect. Weather 
patterns in the 30º of latitude on either side of the equator come predominantly from the east, and surface 
waters in the Pacific blow away from the continent, being replaced by colder water from below. 
 

Sometimes, however, the force of the trade winds strengthens or weakens dramatically, creating more 
pronounced and longer-lasting Niños and Niñas. We are currently in a powerful Niña phase. Here in our region 
that results in stronger moisture-laden winds blowing off the nearby Atlantic Ocean, bringing rain in an 
otherwise normally dry time of the year. The US feels the effects as well. California and the other southwestern 
states receive less Pacific moisture-laden winds, making the region hotter and drier.  Florida and the southern 
Atlantic coast, on the other hand, become more prone to hurricanes. The greater Northwest reaching to 
Minnesota, due to stronger westerlies, will likely bring more rain and snow than usual.  
 

Back in 1999, in the third year of a powerful Niña, having drenched Venezuela’s Caribbean coast every day for 
the first two weeks of December, heaven´s floodgates really opened wide over the state of Vargas for three 
days. 36 inches of rain fell in that time causing floods and landslides.  Some neighborhoods were buried in 
mud up to ten feet deep.  Many houses were simply swept into the Caribbean. More than 400,000 people were 
left homeless and 30,000 died.  Shortly after Nicolas Maduro came to power with the death of Hugo Chavez in 
2013, a powerful Niño was about to wreak its own kind of vengeance on the country.  Three years of severe 
drought from 2014 through 2016 reduced agricultural output and caused the water level in the reservoirs on 
which Venezuela’s hydroelectric production depended to drop precipitously. The resulting water shortage and 
many power outages accelerated the downfall of the already-suffering Venezuelan economy. 
 

Well, I just noticed it has clouded up again and is beginning to drizzle.  I like the rain.  It cools things down, 
cleans everything up, and provides water for many homes in our parish where city water rarely reaches their 
faucets. Traditional wisdom here is that getting wet from being out in the rain makes one sick. So, when it 
rains, people stay indoors, and everything, including Masses, gets cancelled.  .  Although health experts say 
there is no correlation between rain and sickness, there is a correlation between rain and power outages. 
When the power goes out, a frequent occurrence on these rainy days, our neighbors´ sound systems, normally 
blasting free concerts for everyone within several blocks, go silent. With everything cancelled and no computer 
access, I grab my guitar and a book, head out on our front porch, relax, and thank God for the rain.  
 

Points to ponder 
How does the weather affect your life in Minnesota?   When do you thank God for the weather? What have 
been some of the more challenging storms and other weather situations you have experienced in your life?   
 

These “Did you know?” papers are designed to give you a better understanding of life in Venezuela and to strengthen connections 
between the parishes of the Archdiocese and their archdiocesan mission during our 50

th
 anniversary year.  Please direct any comments 

or suggestions for future papers to Fr. Denny Dempsey at ddempsey@churchofstdominic.org or 651-368-7324. 
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